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Behind-the-scenes Support Empowers GRC
The public face of Gifted Resource Council programs or who seek guidance regarding testing
is readily recognized through the many teachers for their child or who simply need an initial bit of
guidance in navigating the waters of educational
who deliver academically challenging classes
on Saturdays with GRC’s Fall and Winter Learn- opportunities for gifted children. JoAnn responds
ing Labs and during the summers via GRC’s to literally hundreds of e-mail inquiries each week
Summer Academies. Yet the work of talented with conscientious efficiency. She is the person
who has input thousands
teachers is dependent on a
of students’ names into
myriad of support activities
GRC’s database – and who
accomplished by a small,
frequently remembers each
but
dedicated cadre of
of those student and famstaff – most of them very
ily names at a moment’s
part-time – who provide denotice.
tailed,
behind-the-scenes
Marla Dell utilizes both
support for GRC’s prothe
right and left side of
grams. The longevity and
her brain in her few, but
loyalty of these employees
important hours of work
provide consistency in the
each week with Gifted Reimplementation of Gifted
source Council. Marla has
Resource Council’s varied
Sue
Flesch
and
Barb
Roussin,
GRC’s
“Quilt
accomplished the varied
programmatic offerings that
Maker”, present the t-shirt quilt at a Summer
bookkeeping tasks of GRC
enhance the lives of more
Academies student assembly. The t-shirts, designed
since 1992. In that role
than 2,000 children each
by Marla Dell, represent GRC programs
Marla generates monthly
year.
through the years.
financial reports for the
Barb Roussin began her
Board
of
Directors,
writes
checks for teachers,
association with GRC when it was a fledgling
organization in the 1980s. Barb served as both prepares the federal 990 report and numerous
the part-time secretary and bookkeeper in those other budget-related tasks. Marla also is an acearly days. Since then she has taught classes with complished artist, who has been designing GRC’s
GRC’s Learning Labs, served as the Academ- Summer Academies t-shirts for more than twenty
ic Challenge Cup coordinator, and assisted the years. Her work proudly adorns the shirts of hunExecutive Director with both GRC’s Summer dreds of children each summer.
Dennis O’Brien has written development
Academies and Saturday Learning Labs. Barb’s
and marketing materials for GRC since 1999.
skill as a photographer of GRC students during
the summers has been recognized and appreci- Denny’s “Parents Ask” column has appeared in
GRC’s newsletter, mindwonders, each spring and
ated by countless parents through the years.
fall throughout the 2000s. These columns have
JoAnn Hetisimer has capably served as
GRC’s Office Manager since 1999. JoAnn is the offered guidance for parents and have often been
voice that first greets callers on the phone who ask
Behind-the-scenes, continued on page 5
questions about application processes for GRC
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Dialogue with the Director
What are the stories that can be told by a quilt? appreciated by the children and adults who particiTruly there are many!
pate in GRC’s Summer Academies, as they enthuWhat are the stories that can be told by a t-shirt? siastically identify which of the academies they
Certainly, there are many more!
are personally attending during their two, four or
Quilts – and the creating of
six weeks of summer learning and
quilts – have never lost their
fun.
meaning since the days of early
Several years ago, I began to
America, when their value was no
think of how wonderful it would be
doubt measured in useful ways like
to combine many of these historic
providing warmth for sleep. And
t-shirts into a quilt. Who could
the creation of quilts via “quilthelp to accomplish such a monuing bees” offered an opportunity
mental task? I quickly realized
for women to spend time together,
who to ask for assistance: none
while producing an item that would
other than Barb Roussin, GRC’s
benefit the lives of their families.
intrepid Summer Academies’ supT-shirts – especially those that
port person! Barb readily agreed.
bear the emblem or message of a
Thus, during the Summer of
particular event, school or organi2014, GRC’s Summer Academies
zation – are a more recent means Sue Flesch, GRC executive director quilt of t-shirts was completed.
of telling a story. We are all faThe quilt was proudly presented
miliar with (and indeed, probably have dozens of during one of the daily summer assemblies – so
examples in our closets of) t-shirts received for that the students could share in the significance and
running a race or attending a concert or playing on wonder of such an accomplishment. It was then
a sports team.
hung in a central gathering place at Crossroads,
Yes, Gifted Resource Council has given t-shirts GRC’s summer site, so that it could be noticed and
to children who attend GRC’s Summer Academies appreciated during the entire summer. More than
since its early days. GRC’s shirts are colorful once I was delighted to hear children – some just
reminders of topics studied in Jr. Science Searchers beginning their experiences with Gifted Resource
or Ancient Academy or Space Academy for more Council – talk about which of the t-shirt designs
than thirty years.
was their favorite or which represented a particular
Many GRC teachers – and students too – have academy that they had attended or which was an
extensive collections of t-shirts spanning multiple academy that they hoped to attend in the future.
years of participation in summer programs. Indeed Children, sharing their stories of GRC…
it is always a significant day during the summer
Many thanks go to both Marla Dell and Barb
when several GRC teachers wear the same historic Roussin for their amazing talents and the genert-shirt on the same day (without having “received a ous ways in which they have shared of their exmemo” to do so). Everyone appreciates the delight pertise with all of GRC’s Summer Academies’
of that experience!
participants.
For almost twenty years Marla Dell has been the
Yes, t-shirts and quilts can tell a story –
designer of GRC’s Summer Academies t-shirts. especially the GRC story...
Marla has willingly shared her artistic talents by
creating an original design each year that symbolically “tells the story” of a significant aspect of each
of the summer programs. These designs are truly
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Children of Alums Thrive at GRC
A growing number of parents who benefited from Gifted Resource Council programs as children are now providing the same opportunities for their children. While many
former GRC students who live in the St. Louis metropolitan area have enrolled their children in GRC programs,
several have taken extraordinary measures to send their
children across the country to stay with grandparents in
order to attend GRC’s Summer Academies. Here is what
three GRC alums have to say about their own experiences
and their hopes for their children.
Starting Young to Jumpstart Growth
“I participated in GRC throughout the 1990s in Math,
Marvels & More, Ancient Academy and Space Academy,”
said Bill Phillips, now an Assistant Attorney General for
the State of Illinois. “Abigail is currently three (not for too
much longer), but she has a huge appetite for knowledge
and an endless supply of energy and enthusiasm. GRC
helps provide her with constructive stimuli and broadens her quickly expanding knowledge base. It is great to
see creative learning opportunities offered to children as
young as Abigail.
“So far Abigail has completed a class on farm animals and a class on nocturnal animals in GRC’s Saturday
Learning Labs. This provides her with subject material
for her spontaneous at-home lectures and gives her more
material for her ever expanding art gallery. The classes
provide an excellent synthesis of creativity, information,
physical activity and social skills.
“There is a wonderful symmetry when I put my daughter’s GRC raccoon mask next to my GRC Roman armor.
I look forward to many more art projects and lectures in
years to come.”
The Girls from Seattle
“I participated in GRC’s Ancient Academy the
summer before I started
7th grade,”
said Dana
Jacob, an attorney who
clerks for a
Magistrate
Judge in the
Federal District Court in Aubrey Jacob (center front, dressed in a
Seattle, WA. Greek tunic of her own creation) is surround“The sub- ed by fellow Ancient Academy “citizens of
Athens” with their heraldic banner.
ject was Ancient Rome,
I absolutely
loved the subject and the class was so much fun. It was a

very memorable experience.”
“For the past several summers my girls have visited
their grandparents in St. Louis. One of the best parts of
this time in St. Louis is the opportunity to attend GRC.
Aubrey, who is nine, has attended Space Camp, Academy
Americana, and Ancient Academy. She has loved them all,
but Ancient Academy really suits her passions.
“We knew early on that Aubrey was gifted. She spoke in
grammatically correct full sentences from the time she was
about two and read chapter books at four. Unfortunately,
I have not been impressed by the opportunities for gifted
education near us. Aubrey attends a great private school
that is definitely able to challenge her due to the small
class size and great teachers. But, she is definitely ‘different’ from many of the kids in her class. Gifted Resource
Council gives her an opportunity to be with kids ‘like her.’
Her complicated and creative brain has free reign at GRC.
She loves it!
“Just the other day one of her past teachers was reminiscing about Aubrey coming back to school after Academy Americana and exclaiming, ‘I learned all about the
Great Depression. It was so much fun!’ Last summer, after
Ancient Academy Greece, she was playing word games
with a friend—think of a word that begins with the last
letter of the previous word. Her friend said ‘kangaroo.’
Aubrey’s word that starts with an O? ‘Ostracism.’ We all
stared at her, and she proceeded to explain what it meant
and how the ancient Greeks ostracized people. It was
an amazing example of how her brain works and how
‘different’ she is from many kids.
“My Kindergartener, Phoebe, will attend Jr. Science Searchers this summer. My hopes for her are a bit
different. She is also extremely bright and smart, but has
lived in her sister’s shadow. I am hoping that GRC will
give her an opportunity to see herself as the very bright girl
that she is. I hope for her to be inspired and empowered. I
want her to learn that challenges and using her brain can be
fun and that she is every bit as capable as her sister.”
Acquiring A Passionate Interest and Leadership Skills
Major George Johnson began attending GRC’s Space
Academy in 1986, the summer he completed first grade.
He loved it and continued every year through 1992. For
the next three years he returned as a volunteer and began
the transition “from experiencing activities to helping
others achieve through the experience,” his mother Fran
Johnson said. In 1997 and 1998, Johnson served as an
assistant teacher. “Space is my hobby. I like teaching at
Space Academy because you get a lot more out of it—a
lot more contact with really knowledgeable people, like
the Space Academy Captains,” he said at the time. In fact,
Children of Alums, continued on page 7
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Thanks to…
…the following individuals who made financial contributions to Gifted Resource Council from May 2014 through April 2015. We
apologize for any names which may have been inadvertently omitted or misspelled.
WISE PHILANTHROPIST
($1,000 +)
Anonymous
Jane Killebrew
Debbie Pyzyk
BRILLIANT BENEFACTOR
($500 - $999)
Mary Angert
Margaret W. Cohen, Ph.D.
Sue & Wayne Flesch
Agnes Meyo, Psy.D.
Darryl Munden
Dennis O’Brien
TALENTED PATRON
($250 - $499)
Anonymous
Neal Harwood
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald R. 		
Popelka
Alice K. Richter
Eve & Joel Riley
Teresa & Brian
Wickenhauser
SHARP SPONSOR
($150 - $249)
Counseling and Assessment
for Behavioral Health
Hillary & Daniel Elfenbein
Deborah Teepe Gregg
Sandy Kalin
Nicholas Kappas &
Michele Gardner
Michael & Leslie Lackey
Drs. Dan & Susan Luedke
Kathy Surratt-States &
Clifford States
INTELLIGENT FRIEND
($100 - $149)
Ritika & Brian Bergfeld
Beverly & Eric Berla
Donald & Marilyn Blum
Nicole Blumner & Warren
Rosenblum
Laura Bryant
Julie Cho
Jennifer Delaney &
Chris Reid

Marla & Greg Dell
Mindee & Zev Fredman
JoAnn Hetisimer
Jessica & Eric Holtam
Susan Jesse
Tim & Margie Kohl
Michael Maskus
Modern Litho - St. Louis
Linda & Dick Sher
James Simeri & Heidi Joist
Linda & Richard Smith
Amy & Mark Thomas
Stephen Trampe
Chris & Kristen Winkelmann
GIFTED MEMBER
($60 - $99)
Erol & Sally Amon
Richard & Anna Angert
Anonymous
Jan & Dave Balota
Irina Becker
Amit Bhatt
Kerri Blind
Kathleen Cameron
Carolyn R. Cooper, Ph.D.
Gregory & Grace Cuddihee
Sharita Davis
Caroline Day
Rahul Deshpande
Stuart & Toby Epstein
Vasiliki Fitzmaurice
Bradley Freeman &
Hannah Ha
Lara Fuchs
Carmen Gaebler
Alan & Whitney Griggs
Kyle Henderson
Hennerich Family
Amy & Fred Hessel
Rich Heuermann &
Kathie Price
Keri & Brian Hoffmann
Lena Juracsik
Suzanne Keiser
Linda Kernen
Julie & Sean King
Diane & Steve Kovac
Hanh Lam
David Landau &
Marybeth Pereira

Lara Mark
Mel & Julie McCollum
David & Katie Meyer
Robbie & Stacie Mize
Ann Molyneaux
Tod Moses
Jennifer Myers
Munaba Nasiiro &
Raghib Muhammad
Craig & Elizabeth Nathanson
Kevin & Bonnie Noonan
Tim & Cabrina Noonan
Matt Padberg &
Rebecca Fehlig
Vicky Palmer
Michele Pasbrig &
Mark van den Berg
Chris & Alice Pierce
William R. Piper
Amy Ravin
Tina & Daniel Reising
Barbara Roussin
Don Senti
Gabriel Steinbach
Jarassri Vaji
Katherine VanUum
David C. Wheelock &
Eloisa Palafox
Jennifer & Greg Williams
Kitt & Trey Wroth
Lynn & Ryan Zimmerman
Carrie Ziolkowski &
Susan Schneider
GENERAL DONATIONS
($10 - $59)
Tom & Mary Ellen Campbell
Pat Curry
Linda & Joel Eissenberg
Ron & Paula Meyer
Karen Moody
Joyce Moore
Don & Linda Roe
Miren Westerhaus &
Warren Clark
Rebecca & Paul Willhoft
Ernest & Vivienne Wolf

SCHOLARSHIP DONATIONS
Julie Cho
Caroline Day
Jackie Grosklos
Susan Griessener Murphy
Ruth & Joel Okamoto
Adam Rosenzweig &
Andrea Denny
Scott Family
Carrie Ziolkowski
IN HONOR OF WORK
OF SUE FLESCH
M. Annette Unser
CORPORATE AND
FOUNDATION
SPONSORS

Dana Brown Charitable 		
Trust
Edward Jones
Emerson Hermetic Motor 		
Division
Employees Community 		
Fund - Boeing St. Louis
Enterprise Holdings
Foundation
Jordan Charitable
Foundation
NASA Missouri Space 		
Grant Consortium
Pi Beta Phi /
Sign of the Arrow
RubinBrown
The SAIGH Foundation
University of Missouri –
St. Louis
Washington University
COMPANIES THAT MATCH

Anheuser-Busch
Foundation
The Boeing Company
Covidien
Energizer
Fannie Mae Foundation
GE Foundation
Maritz Inc.
Monsanto Fund
Pfizer Foundation
Thomson Reuters
US Bank
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Behind-the-scenes, continued from page 1

copied by teachers who share them with an even
broader audience in the metropolitan area. “Parents Ask” columns are archived on GRC’s Web
site, www.giftedresourcecouncil.org.
Debbie Gregg is another part-time employee
who has shared her writing expertise with GRC
since the early 1980s when her own sons first
participated in GRC programs. Debbie’s masterful use of the English language has consistently
enhanced the descriptions of GRC’s Learning
Lab courses and Summer Academies’ brochures.
These five Gifted Resource Council staff members – whether they work four hours per week or
only on Saturdays and during the summer – have
provided invaluable support for all of GRC’s
programs.
Cumulatively, these dedicated
and loyal friends of GRC have been “behind-thescenes” support for more than 80 years of experience! Executive Director Sue Flesch readily
credits these loyal staff members, saying, “Their
contributions of time, talent and expertise – along

with their willingness to do whatever is necessary
to achieve a common goal – are a huge part of our
success over the years. Their work is invaluable to
GRC and the families that we serve.”

Two ‘cadets’ in GRC’s Space Academy
experiment with their robotic creation.

BECOME A MEMBER OF GIFTED RESOURCE COUNCIL
Now you can participate in shaping America’s future by becoming a member of Gifted Resource Council, a not-for-profit agency serving bright and talented
young people. Your tax-deductible contribution will enable us to improve existing programs, extend offerings and reach more children. Your membership will
not only benefit gifted chilldren, but also entitle you to receive the following:
Gifted Member: $60					Brilliant
►
Priority registration for all programs		
►
►
FREE parenting classes ($160 value)		
►
►
Use of GRC Library				
►

Benefactor: $500
All of the above, plus
One FREE Learning Lab course or
Learning Lab scholarship in your name at your request

Intelligent Friend: $100				Wise Philanthropist: $1,000
►
All of the above, plus				
►
All of the above, plus
►
$10 discount off two Learning Lab registrations
►
GRC logo lapel pin
						
►
The undying gratitude of gifted children throughout the metropolitan area
Sharp Sponsor: $150
►
All of the above, plus				Imaginative Institution: $100
►
Additional $25 discount off a Summer Academy
►
For schools and other not-for-profits
q My employer __________________________________________________
Talented Patron: $250
will match my charitable donation.
(company name)
►
All of the above, plus
►
Additional $25 discount off a Summer Academy ($50 total)
q Gifted Member q Intelligent Friend q Sharp Sponsor q Talented Patron q Brilliant Benefactor q Wise Philanthropist q Imaginative Institution
Name (as you wish your member ship to be listed) _______________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ State _______________ Zip _______________ Phone _____________________________________________

Please mail check to: Gifted Resource Council, 357 Marshall Ave., Suite 6, St. Louis, MO 63119-1827
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Parents Ask: What can we do? Our child is so bored she’s beginning
to complain about school and not do her homework.
By Dennis O’Brien

All too often bright children find themselves trapped
in a curriculum they have already mastered or could easily
master in a fraction of time other children need. This is not
only boring—it’s also damaging. Studies show that bright,
bored students not only fail to advance when asked to do
repetitive assignments involving skills or content they have
already mastered, they disengage and may actually begin to
fall behind academically. Perhaps even more destructive, they
also fail to develop effective study habits and the grit and
persistence to pursue an objective that does not come easily.
Fortunately for your child, teachers have developed
strategies—generally called “curriculum compacting”—
that engage talented students and allow them to pursue their
interests while challenging their intelligence and strengthening their skills.
What “Curriculum Compacting” Means
Essentially, curriculum compacting means systematically modifying the curriculum in order to challenge a student
whose skills enable her to easily master specific content. This
process may involve using pre- or post-tests for a child with a
particular unit to determine what could be skipped altogether,
what should not be skipped, whether learning should be simply compacted and accelerated, or whether replacement may
be appropriate. Often it involves creating an enriched curriculum that goes well beyond what classmates are doing—not
simply covering the same material at an accelerated pace.
There is abundant evidence that these strategies work—not
just for language, social studies and history, but for math and
science as well. What’s more, it keeps the focus on developing higher level thinking skills and mastering curricular complexity.
What about being in a gifted program? That certainly
helps, but often attending “pull out” enrichment classes several times a week is simply not enough to challenge very
bright students. However, curriculum compacting can supplement these “pull out” classes and help provide the challenges
a gifted student needs. “This is important because a student is
gifted 24/7, not just for a few hours a week,” observed Kathy
Nuetzel, a gifted specialist at Rockwood’s Center for Creative
Learning.
Strategies for Success
Teachers should not be expected to do it alone. Success
requires a partnership with parents working supportively with
their child’s teacher(s). Here’s how you can help.
•
First, make sure that your child actually understands
the material that “bores” her. Sometimes, boredom results
when the child does NOT understand the material. Parents
who overemphasize their child’s abilities may unwittingly communicate to their child an expectation that she will
be bored with routine school work—even though the child
actually may not understand the material. In this case, say-

ing “I’m bored” masks a lack of understanding rather than
mastery of the material, and some focused tutoring, not compacting, may be needed.
•
Begin your conversation with the teacher by discussing your concerns. Get her input. She may be aware of
the same issues and have insights that supplement your own.
Only when you have listened thoroughly should you move on
to solutions.
•
Offer to help the teacher research replacement learning assignments, resources and potential enrichment activities that she might utilize with your child and other bright
children. Although teachers experienced with compacting say
that it actually saves them time in the long run, your child’s
teacher may be hesitant—not opposed to it, but concerned
that it may take time she does not have.
•
Encourage your child to see the benefits of working on more advanced enrichment assignments even if they
require more time than racing through rote assignments of
materials he has already mastered. Let your enthusiasm show.
Praise the teacher so your child knows you value the special
effort she is making to meet his personal educational needs.
•
Include homework and study time in your child’s
daily schedule that is appropriate to her age, and make sure
she sticks to the schedule.
•
Create additional learning assignments that are compatible with the teacher’s assignments if his are too simple or
do not take enough time. Long-term projects are especially
valuable because they allow your child to explore an issue in
depth. Whenever feasible, select topics that align with your
child’s interests and allow him to pursue his passions.
•
Show interest. Praise and encourage your child for
her enrichment work. Stress how much you value the work,
the independent study and the study habits she is developing. Explain that persistently making the effort—not raw
talent—leads to success in both these assignments and in
other endeavors in life. Being “smart” is only a small part of
long-term success.
•
Make it clear that being bored is no excuse for
distracting others or acting out at school. If the teacher reports
that this is a problem, put consequences in place and enforce
them firmly and matter-of-factly.
•
Involve your child in extracurricular learning experiences, such as those offered by Gifted Resource Council,
that include working with other gifted students. Hands-on activities that involve teamwork are especially valuable because
they teach students important social skills and create respect
for the contributions of others.
•
Help your child understand that his intelligence is
a gift—and also a responsibility to use well for the benefit
Parents Ask, continued on page 7
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Parents Ask, continued from page 6
of others as well as himself. This will require challenging
himself academically, expending diligent effort as well as getting along and cooperating with others.
Bottom line: Redirecting your child’s boredom with school
can be an opportunity to jump-start a more advanced learning process that will help her develop skills and gain valuable knowledge. It’s the smart thing to do, yielding long-term
benefits.
Dennis O’Brien is a licensed clinical social worker, experienced educator and therapist, who has led five nonprofits.
He has written educational materials used by the Washington
University School of Medicine Dept. of Psychiatry, weekly
columns on parenting for the Suburban Journal/Post-Dispatch and numerous columns for St. Louis Moms and Dads,
CHARACTERplus, Family Connection (Mo. Dept. of Mental Health) and Gifted Association of Missouri. O’Brien’s
April 6 column, “Prevent teen suicide by addressing it,”
won the 2010 Missouri Institute of Mental Health award for
outstanding reporting on suicide.

ECO Academy ‘entrepreneurs’
proudly display stepping stones
that they created and sold as
part of their “Stepping Up, Inc.”
business during the summer of 2014.

Children of Alums, continued from page 3

Captain Jon Heerboth “became perhaps George’s favorite teacher in his entire academic career,” his mother said.
“Space Academy challenged George intellectually and kept him grounded in academia at a time when the public school system was not. He learned
teaching and leadership skills which have been crucial in his job as a Major
in the US Army,” she added.
Johnson has taught at a university level and served as a Company
Commander in the storied 82nd Airborne in Iraq. Currently he is a senior
advisor on a Joint Military Training Base in Eastern Europe.
With such positive experiences himself, it is no wonder that Johnson’s
5-year-old daughter Virginia came from Colorado last summer to attend her
inaugural GRC class: Jr. Science Searchers. “As the mother of a son who
Virginia Johnson (center of photo) intently
gained so much from GRC, I couldn’t wait until Virginia was old enough to
examines a flower during
attend,” said her grandmother. How did it go? “She left each day with a skip
Jr. Science Searchers 2014.
and a hop and a smile on her face. She enjoyed it immensely.”
And what are they hoping for in the future? “It’s a fun program where
she can learn from teachers who know how to meet the needs of gifted students like George and Virginia.”
What Prospective Parents Should Know
“As a former GRC student and current GRC parent, I would encourage prospective parents to take the opportunity to
broaden your children’s learning experience through GRC’s programs,” said Bill Philips. “Both in Ancient Academy and
in Space Academy I got the opportunity to explore subjects in a depth that was not offered in a standard school environment.”
“GRC provides a great supplement for gifted kids who may not be in a gifted environment all the time,” said Dana
Jacob. “The classes are lots of fun. I also really like that there are humanities based classes. Lots of gifted education
seems to focus more on STEM. STEM is important, but while Aubrey enjoys science, her passion is really mythology,
history, literature, etc. GRC has opportunities for her and addresses the subjects in an interdisciplinary way that is really
thought provoking and fun with hands-on activities.”
“GRC’s Summer Academies give bright students the opportunity to interact with like-minded students whose parents
have some of the same intellectual values, ” said Johnson. “It stimulates their intellect as well as encourages their growth
socially. It’s a place where they can learn and grow in a manner which best suits their style and isn’t necessarily bound
by conventional school structure and rules. And it’s all fun.”
GiftedResourceCouncil z Spring 2015 z Enhancing the potential of talented young learners
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Still a few openings!
GRC’s Summer Academies
June 15 – July 24
will be held at

500 DeBaliviere Ave.
St. Louis, MO

Gifted Resource Council is a not-for-profit education agency serving the greater St. Louis Metropolitan area.
Its purpose is to bring together the resources of the community, the schools and parents
to help bright and talented children achieve their potential.

